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1. Welcome
On behalf of the Ligue Européenne de Natation, I express our pride and satis-
faction in returning to Rostock after the 2013 Arena European Diving Cham-
pionships.

This northern German city on the Warnow river and Baltic sea already hosted 
European Aquatics and our swimmers and divers at the first edition of the Eu-
ropean Short Course Swimming Championships in 1996, at the 2000 European 
Diving Cup and for the European Diving Championships 2013.

It is wonderful to again be welcomed to a place of great sports tradition and his-
tory, and to be among the many local diving supporters who have done so much 
to promote the discipline of diving that we are passionate about.

The Neptunschwimmhalle is an excellent venue and we look forward to the 
presence of local spectators and fans from abroad who appreciate the efforts 
and beauty in the performances of Europe‘s finest divers as they compete for the 
2015 continental titles.

LEN is very grateful to the Organising Committee and the German Swimming 
Federation for their hard work and activity in delivering this LEN Event and in 
support of European Aquatics. We also thank the people of the city of Rostock 
and the volunteers who give so much of themselves to make all in attendance 
feel welcome.

We are also extremely grateful to our official partner and title sponsor Arena, as 
well as our official partners Malmsten and EBU for their faithful dedication to 
European Aquatics.

Best wishes to all participants and diving enthusiasts.

Enjoy this European Diving Celebration.

Paolo Barelli
LEN President



Dear ladies and gentlemen,
dear athletes 

I am expressing a very warm welcome to the Arena European Diving Champ-
tionships here at Rostock‘s Hallenschwimmbad „Neptun“. Numerous Olympic, 
World and European Champions and medalists have written the history of di-
ving in Rostock over the past decades. This has drawn out the best in the fellow 
athletes. 

Maybe it‘s the close proximity to the Baltic Sea that has made diving become so 
successful in Rostock. After all, Rostock owes its foundation to its location near 
the navigable Warnow, and is known for its trade contacts in the Baltic Sea area, 
its fame as a university city, its internationality and maritime economy would be 
possible without the sea. 

The Hallenschwimmbad „Neptun“ was officially opened after three years of buil-
ding works on 7th October 1995 and was one of the most modern swimming 
pools in Europe back in the day and eventhough the building could probably 
tell you a story or two about the history of watersports from the past six decades, 
it is now shining in new splendor. The City of Rostock has invested around 7.5 
million Euros to ensure that the conditions for training and competitions are up 
to today‘s standards. 

The International Diving Day is the best reference for the organisation of Euro-
pean competitions in Rostock. The competitions, which are part of the Grand 
Prix series of the Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA), regularly at-
tract viwers and fans of high, springboard and synchronised diving and bring 
them into our Hanseatic City of Rostock. 

The strong commitment of the International Diving Day Club and its sponsors 
has already seen Rostock host the Arena European Championships in 2013 and 
I am certain that all athletes will feel just as welcome when they‘re returning to 
Rostock this year. For their constant dedication for the sport, I would like to 
thank all volunteers and organisers of the event.

I would like to wish all athletes the best of luck and a pleasant stay in our city as 
well as entertaining and exciting competitions for all guests.

Yours

Roland Methling
Lord Mayor of the City of Rostock



For the second time, I am expressing a very warm welcome to Rostock, in the 
name of the German Swimming Federation, to the delegates of the LEN, the 
organisation committee, as well as all guests from Germany and abroad. 

For the third time in a row, we are able to host the European diving family in 
Germany, because after the successful start in Rostock in 2013, and the big Eu-
ropean Championships in Berlin in 2014, we are back to the Hanseatic City of 
Rostock for the finale of our diving trilogy. 

The team of the Diving Grand Prix has shown professionalism and enthusiasm 
when it came to organising the event in the past and we know that they will 
prove once again that they can repeat their past success. For that, we would like 
to thank them. 

Special thanks are also due to the City of Rostock, the Land of Mecklen-
burg-Western Pommerania for their exceptional cooperation as well as all the 
sponsors and volunteers who are supporting the event. 

The organisation committe were already able to offer excellent conditions in 
2013, but after extensive renovation works, the Neptunschwimmhalle will be 
able to offer even more perfect conditions and set a perfect scene for our highly 
athletic and asthetic sport. 

I would like to thank the LEN for their trust and allowing us to organise these 
continental championships, and I am sure that we will meet their expectations. 
Together, we can look forward to fantastic European Championships with the 
best divers of Europe drawing us in with their skills and exciting competitions.

I would like to wish all athletes the best of luck and a lot of fun and a couple of 
wonderful days and good entertainment to all guests.

Yours, 

Dr. Christa Thiel
President of the German Swimming Federation



2. General  Information
2.1. Important Adresses

Federation  

Deutscher Schwimm- ‐Verband e.V.
Korbacher Straße 93
D- 34132 Kassel
Phone    +49 (0) 561/ 9 40 83- ‐0
Fax  +49 (0) 561/ 9 40 83 ‐15 
info@dsv.de

Organizing Committee 

Internationaler Springertag Rostock e.V. 
Am Trotzenburger Weg 15
18057 Rostock
Fax  + 49 (0) 381/ 4975699
office@emrostock2015.com

Venue 

Neptunschwimmhalle 
Kopernikusstraße  17
18057 Rostock

Official Website 
www.emrostock2015.com



Team Hotel 

IntercityHotel Rostock 
Herweghstraße 51
18055 Rostock
Phone    +49 (0) 381/ 4950- ‐0
Fax  +49 (0) 381/ 4950- ‐55
www.intercityhotel.com/de/Rostock

2.2. Diving Organizing Committee

Internationaler Springertag Rostock e.V.
Kopernikusstr. 17
18057 Rostock
Phone + 49 (0) 381/ 808 30901
Fax  + 49 (0) 381/ 80836911
office@emrostock2015.com

Co ‐Presidents of Organizing Committee

Mrs. Dr. Christa Thiel   President of the German Swimming Federation
Mr. Lorenz Caffier   Minister for Interior for the Federal State of 
     Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Mr. Roland Methling   Lord Mayor of the Hanseatic City of Rostock

Organizing Committee

Mr. Rainer Milles   Chairman
Mr. Andreas Kriehn   Managing Director
Mrs. Simone Pietsch   Competition Director 
Ms. Carolin Mader   Media Deputy Director

2.3. LEN Delegates

Ligue Européenne de Natation

9, rue de la Morache
1260 Nyon
Switzerland

lenoffice@len.eu
Tel : +41 22 55 29 999
Fax : +41 22 55 29 989
www.len.eu

LEN Bureau

Andriy Vlaskov  UKR



LEN – TDC

Georgia Fyrigou- Consolo  Chairman  GRE
Anke Piper   Vice-Chairman GER
Klaus Dibiasi    Secretary  ITA
Frans v.d. Konijnenburg  Member  NED
Arne Tellefsen   Member  NOR

2.4. Official Diving Meetings

Please note that on Thurday, 11th June 2015 at 19.30 the Lord Mayor is hosting a reception for official de-
legates. Invitations have been sent out prior to the event. The shuttle bus to the venue will leave at 19:00 at 
Neptunschwimmhalle and take you back to the hotel at 21:30. 

The Farewell Party for this year's Championships will be hosted at HCC in Rostock/Schmarl. A shuttle ser-
vice from the pool to the hotel and then to the venue will be provided as well as a shuttle service back to the 
hotel at two different times. Please, check times available on the day.

2.5. Transport

The shuttle bus service will bring the teams from the hotel to the pool and from the pool to the hotel.
In addition to the regular local transport (for the timetable see attachment), there will be extra shuttle busses 
in the morning and evening. These shuttle busses will start in the morning  at the hotel (about 7:00 am) and 
drive to the venue. In the evening after the competitions the shuttle starts from the venue to the hotel. So it 
is flexible in time. The bus stop at the venue will be on the right side of the pool hall next to the parking area.

On Saturday and Sunday, the shuttle bus service will take place in the morning only. The buses will depart 
between 7:00 and 9:00.

For the Farewell Evening on Sunday, please use the shuttle service provided. Buses will leave at the swim-
ming pool at 18:00 and take you to Intercity Hotel where you can freshen up for the party. The bus from the 
hotel to the party venue (HCC Rostock) will leave at 19:40. Buses from HCC Rostock back to the hotel will 
leave at 23:00 and 00:00. 

When you exit the Venue, turn left, cross the parking area straight on. Then you will come to the bus station. 
For local public transport timetable see appendix.

2.6. Information desk

All the information  related with the competition  will be distributed  to all Teams at a designated  area where 
the  team  boxes  are  located.  Only  coaches  or  Team  Leaders  will  be  able  to  pick  up  the  information  
upon presentation of the accreditation.
This information  will be distributed  also to LEN TDC (located  in the TDC room),  official  judges  and 
coaches, located next to the diving pool.
The team boxes are located in the right entrance area to the pool. For more information ask the OC.

2.7. Accreditation



Accreditation is an important and integral component of the event and competition procedures. It will 
facilitate both the success and security of the European Diving Championships  event and allow the orga-
nization  to ensure the participants the access and entitlements to carry out the role of their championships  
function of role. By using the accreditation card the applicant accepts the rules and regulations, which the 
LEN and LOC have set.
All  access  to  all  championships  zones  will  be  controlled  at  the  venue  perimeter  and  the  entrances  
to  the restricted zones. It is a requirement  for everyone to wear the accreditation  at all times, during both, 
training and competition.
Lost  accreditation  cards  have  to  be  reported  immediately.  New  accreditation  can  only  be  provided  
if  the athlete  or team  official  in question,  reports  to the accreditation  centre  presenting  his/her  valid 
passport  or identity card. A € 30 fee has to be paid for the replacement of the accreditation card.

2.8. Athletes’ accreditation pass

All athletes must present their accreditation pass when checking in at the Main Call Room prior to their 
event. A LEN Technical Official or LOC representative will verify the athlete’s identity and collect their ac-
creditation pass. Athletes will be escorted from the call room to the pool deck. Their accreditation will be 
taken to the resolution table in the Diving Information Centre on the pool deck.
To exit the pool deck after the event, athletes have to pick up their accreditation passes from the Resolution 
table in the Diving Information Centre.

2.9. Championships Press Coverage

Live footage: The Finals on Saturday and Sunday (Women Syn 3m and Men Syn10m) will have live coverage 
by television broadcasting (ZDF) in the timeline between 13:45 and 15:00.  The television broadcasting ZDF 
will cover all diving sessions throughout the Championships except for the Team Competition on Tuesday. 
The television broadcast will be an important part of the professional coverage of the event. Highlights of 
every day will be shown on TV each day. Athletes, teams and officials are kindly requested to support the 
professional coverage.

Mixed zone and press: Athletes and teams will pass through the mixed zone after every Final. So athletes, 
teams or their representatives are requested to make time available to give interviews to members of the 
press. The mixed zone will be located in the pool area (See appendix ). See the floor plan in the appendix!

2.10. Footage, Video analysts

Video footage taken at the Arena European Diving Championships including those of athletes competing 
within any competition in the venue shall be used for personal and non- commercial purpose only.

2.11. Internet and Web access

Within the venue free access to a WIFI network will be made available. The access data will be given out to 
the team members together with the accreditation. The web access is intended only for the teams and is not 
public.

Results will be made available on internet. Please refer to: 

Organizing committee website:  www.emrostock2015.com
LEN website:     www.len.eu



3. Competition Protocol Information
3.1. Resolution Table

The LEN Technical Diving Committee will operate a Resolution table. The Resolution table will be located 
in the OC‐Office, making it easily accessible by Team leaders or Team managers.

The Resolution table will have available all forms required by the National Federations and will resolve all 
matters pertaining to the competition including:

Submission of names and competition specific information
Withdrawals and dive changes
Protest
Specific enquiries from the Team Leaders concerning the conduct of the Championships.

3.2. Submission of Dive Sheets

A complete signed list of dives for each competitor must be submitted 24 hours prior to the commencement  
of their Preliminary event session.
The submission of the dive sheets will be done on site. There will be some special computer stations available 
from which the dive sheets can be electronically  filled in and then printed out, signed by the athlete and the 
coach/or representative and then submitted in the Sheet collector BOX.
The provided  dive sheets will be used for Preliminary  and Final. Any changes  required  for the Final must 
be requested by a “change of dive” form available on the Resolution table.
Competitors who qualify for the final have 30 minutes after the completion of the Preliminary event to ch-
ange their dives for the Final.
The box for dive sheets will be located at the resolution table in the Diving Information Centre in the OC 
Office. All dive sheets must be submitted to this box.

3.3. Pool Deck Protocol and Access

The  professional   look  of  the  pool  deck  during  the  competition   is  of  importance  at  all  time  during  
the Championships.  All  athletes  and  team  officials  are  asked  to  respect  the  need  for  a  clean  deck  
during  the competition  by  ensuring  that  only  competing  athletes  and  authorized  support  staff  are  
on  the  pool  deck. Access control volunteers will supervise and participants have to comply with directions 
given by the staff and the volunteers.

During competition the Deck Controller will manage the athlete´s entry onto and exit from the pool deck.

4. Training
The pool will be open during training days:

05 - 08 June 2015  7 am -  9pm

The pool will be open during competition days:

09 – 14 June 2015  7 am ‐ 8.30 pm

5. Competition 



5.1. Competition schedule

10:00 11:30 - 13:00 16:30 17:30
Tuesday 
09 June 2015

Team Leader´s 
Meeting followed 
by Officials Meet

Judge´s Clinic Opening 
Ceremony

Team- 
Competition 3m/ 
10m

10:00 13:00 15:30 17:30
Wednesday
10 June 2015

1m-Men
Preliminary

10m-Women
Preliminary

1m-Men 
Final

10m-Women 
Final

10:00 13:00 15:30 17:30
Thursday
11 June 2015

3m-Men 
Preliminary

Syn 10m-Women 
Preliminary

3m-Men 
Final

Syn 10m-Women 
Final

10:00 13:00 15:30 17:30
Friday
12 June 2015

1m-Women 
Preliminary

Syn 3m-Men 
Preliminary

1m-Women 
Final

Syn 3m-Men 
Final

10:00 11:45 13:45 16:00
Saturday
13 June 2015

Syn 3m-Women 
Preliminary

10m-Men 
Preliminary

Syn 3m-Women 
Final

10m- Men 
Final

10:00 11:30 13:45 16:00
Sunday
14 June 2015

Syn 10m-Men
Preliminary

3m-Women 
Preliminary

Syn 10m-Men 
Final

3m-Women 
Final

The Technical Conference/Team Leader‘s Meeting will take place on Tuesday, 9th June 2015 at 10:00 at 
Intercity Hotel.

5.2. Diving Events

Diving –Events

Individual Diving:
• Springboard 1m
• Springboard 3m
• Platform 10m

Synchronized Diving:
• Springboard 3m
• Platform 10m

Team Event:
• Springboard 3m and Platform 10m

5.3. Participation

Individual Diving Events: two (2) divers per Federation and per event
Synchronised Diving Events: One (1) team per Federation and per event
Team Diving Events: One team per Federation with two (2) divers, one (1) male and one (1) female.



5.4. Format for Individual Diving Events

Individual diving events on 1m, 3m and 10m will be held in two sessions with Preliminaries and Finals with 
twelve (12) divers.
The starting order of the divers in the Final will be according to the reverse order of their placing as deter-
mined by their total scores at the end of the Preliminaries. All divers start with zero (0)
points.
The dives to be performed are:

a) Women’s 1m, 3m and 10m events: five (5) dives from five (5) different groups without limit of
     Degree of Difficulty (DD).
b) Men’s 1m and 3m events: six (6) dives from five (5) different groups without limit of DD.
c) Men’s 10m event: six (6) dives from six (6) different groups without limit of DD.

5.5. Format for Synchronized Diving Events

The synchronised diving events shall be held in two sessions with Preliminaries and Finals.
In the finals up to twelve (12) teams will participate.
The starting order of the teams in the Final will be according to the reverse order of their placing as deter-
mined by their total scores at the end of the Preliminaries. All teams shall start with zero (0) points.
The dives to be performed in the Preliminaries and in the Final are according to the FINA rules (5 dives for 
women and 6 dives for men).

5.7. Tie

In case of a tie all tied divers or teams proceed to the next round.
In case of a tie in the final, all tied divers or teams shall be ranked in the same place.

5.8. Championships Trophy

The Trophy shall be awarded to the Federation obtaining the highest number of points in both men´s and 
women´s events, according to the following system:

• In individual diving: 1st place: 13 points, 2nd place: 11 points; 3rd place: 10 points and so on until 12th 
place. 1 point

• In synchronized diving: 1st place. 26 points; 2nd place: 22 points; 3rd place: 20 points and so on until 
12th place. 2 points.

• In the team event: 1st place: 26 points; 2nd place: 22 points; 3rd place: 20 points and so on until 12th 
place. 2 points; half of the points in the women´s and men´s classification each

5.9. Protest

Once the competition session begins all matters pertaining to the competition will be handled at the Reso-
lution Table in the Diving Information Centre [10] on the pool deck. In case of a protest, Team Leaders have 
to take the matter to the LEN Technical Diving Committee at the Resolution Table which will take up the 
matter with the Jury of Appeal (TDC Chairman, TDC Secretary, Bureau Liaison and the Referee). A fee has 
to be paid at the Resolution Table at the time the protest is submitted.



5.10. Judges

A panel of seven (7) judges will judge the individual competitions and a panel of nine (9) judges will judge 
the synchronized  events. It is anticipated  that double judging panels will be used for all preliminary  com-
petitions for individual Diving.

• The Judging Panels as well as the seating will be determined by the LEN Technical Diving Committee

5.11. Draw of the Starting Order

The starting order for the Preliminary  events will be determined  by an electronic  random draw conducted  
at the  Team  Leaders’   Meeting.

5.12. Victory ceremonies

The first ceremony will be held at the Diving Pool 20 minutes before the next Final. The second ceremony 
will be held immediately after the end of this Final.

Athletes ranking 1st to 3rd will be escorted to the point specified by the OC to meet for the presentation of 
the awards. Medals will be presented from 3rd to 1st. Awarded athletes shall wear the official team uniforms.

6. The Venue
The diving pool has been built according to FINA and LEN requirements.

Neptunschwimmhalle 
Kopernikusstraße  17
18057 Rostock

Facilities of the Pool

• 2x 1m springboards (duraflex B)
• 2x 3m springboards (duraflex B)
• Platforms  5m, 7,5m, 10m (3m wide)



• Gym with Trampolines, mats and somersault stations

6.1. No Smoking at Venue

Smoking is prohibited in all Championships venue as well as public areas. Smoking is only allowed outside 
the venue at the “Main Entrance”, which is the Visitors Entrance. This rule will have to be followed strict. In 
case of misconduct and possible activation of an alarm or emergency routine, the LOC will fine the National 
Federation of the individual causing this incident for all costs.

6.2. Changing rooms

Changing rooms are available for competing athletes and judges. All persons are obliged to follow instructions 
and highly respect the indication of male / female changing rooms.
Showers and toilets are available near the changing room area and in the changing rooms near the preparation 
area.
Everyone is required to leave no personal belongings in the changing rooms nor on the pool deck. (See appendix).



6.3. Massage area/Physiotherapy

The massage area will be in the basement near the changing rooms. (See appendix).

6.4. Warm Up Area

The Warm Up Area will be in the basement near the changing rooms. (See appendix).

6.5. Seating for the teams

The team- ‐seating- ‐area is at the pool on the right side next to the Technical area (right pool entrance). (See 
appendix)

6.6. Coaches Area (Corral)

The coaches in competition may have a special seating place on the pool deck.  This will be the first two rows 
on the left side (left entrance) near the springboards. (See appendix)

7. Specific
7.1. Athlete introduction

All competitors are required to participate in the opening ceremony and introductions prior to competition. 
The competitors will be escorted from the Main Call Room to the pool deck where they will be introduced 
by name and National Federation.
For the Preliminaries all athletes will be marching in and will be introduced by name to the public while 
for the Finals the athletes will be introduced individually by Name and Federation.

7.2. Athletes´ uniform

Athletes are expected to wear during representation and competition their official National Federation outfit 
throughout the Championships. All uniforms and personal equipment must adhere to LEN guidelines.

7.3. Call room procedures

The Call Room will be operated under the direction of the LEN Technical Diving Officials. There will be one 
(1) Call Room in operation during the EC Diving Championships, the “Main Call Room”. All athletes have 
to report in the Call Room prior to their entry onto the pool deck. 
Athletes have to check in at the Main Call Room, a minimum of fifteen (15) minutes before their scheduled 
competing time of a Preliminary or Final.
The competing athletes will be allowed to conduct their warm- ‐up prior to the athlete introduction and the 
competition will commence directly following the schedule shown below. This format might be subject to 
changes if requested and will be in case announced during the Team Leaders´ Meeting.



Finals: On completion of their final dive in the competition, competitors must exit the pool deck via the 
Mixed Zone and proceed directly to the Main Call Room (see appendix). Athletes must remain in the Main 
Call Room until the last and final competitor has dived and official results have been shown and announced 
on the scoreboard, recollecting their accreditation cards before leaving.

8. Other Aspects
8.1. Advertising at the Championships

Advertising identification and logos are only permitted according to the LEN regulations decided by the 
Bureau.

8.2. Doping Control

All athletes may be subject to Anti- Doping Control sample collection and testing throughout the Cham-
pionships in accordance with the Doping Control rules. The Anti- Doping program will be conducted in 
compliance with the World Anti- Doping Code (WADC) and the WADC International Standards for Testing 
(IST) and the LEN/FINA Doping Control Rules. 
If an athlete is selected to be tested, a chaperone will get in possession of the athletes´ accreditation pass 
and will escort the athlete within the time in which he/she must report to provide a sample at the assigned 
Doping Control Room.

8.3. Medical Information and Emergency procedures

8.4. Medical Insurance

The National Federation is obliged to get the medical insurance for all their team members who are taking 
part in the Championships.The LOC only facilitates the contact with the medical support. All medication, 
treatment, laboratory and x- ray analysis will have to be paid in cash to the applicable hospital administra-
tion.

8.5. Lifeguards / Safety rehearsal / Team Medical Service

Trained lifeguards and first aid personnel will be on duty during both the competition and training sessions. 
They will provide first aid and notify the Pool personnel to organize, supervise and regulate the required 
activities.
A safety rehearsal followed by the TDC Delegates, will be conducted prior the event starts

8.6. Emergency procedure

All teams must be aware of the Emergency Plan and emergency exits and what to do when. Teams will be at 
many different locations during the event. It therefore is very important to know how to leave the building 
if needed.  In case of an Emergency situation leading to an evacuation you must leave the pool as soon as 
possible. You will be notified by:

Slow- ‐whoop alarm Instructions given via the Local Emergency Announcing system Service employees will 



identify themselves to visitors, competitors, staff and volunteers and will guide you to the nearest exit.
The OC counts on the Delegation’s support to make the European Championships not only a successful but 
also a safe sport event.

8.7. Press Conference after the Finals

After each Final there will be a short press conference in the Mixed Zone: medalists are kindly re-
quested to move to the interview room right after the victory ceremony. The official language will 
be English.

8.8. Catering

Breakfast (in the hotel):
Daily:    06:00 - 10:00

In the hotel sparkling and still mineral water will be offered. All drinks of the minibar have to be
paid by yourself.

Lunch and Supper (in the swimming pool):

During preparation days:

05 June -  08 June 2015
Lunch    Supper
12:00 - 14:30   17:00 - 21:00

During competition days:

09 June - 14 June 2015
Lunch    Supper
11:30 - 14:30   17:00 - 21:00

On Sunday, 14 June 2015, there will be a Closing Ceremony and the Supper this evening will be
offered there instead of Supper in the Pool.

The food and drink vouchers will be given to every team in the Organizing Office. Please notice that each 
voucher is valid for one day only.

9. Team Accommodation
IntercityHotel Rostock
Herweghstraße 51
18055 Rostock

Phone   +49 (0) 381/ 4950- ‐0
Fax  +49 (0) 381/ 4950- ‐555 
www.intercityhotel.com/de/Rostock



The InterCityHotel *** is centrally located at the railway station in Rostock and is the official partner hotel 
of the ARENA European Diving Championships.

Because of its easily accessible location and the excellent service, the InterCityHotel is one of the most attrac-
tive hotels in the heart of the City of Rostock. The bright rooms offer a mini bar, bathroom with shower and 
a TV port. To ensure complete entertainment, you have a “sky” port in every room with skyCinema and sky 
Sports channels. Every guest receives a complimetary bus and train ticket for the time of their stay for the 
city of Rostock and Warnemünde, so that you can use the local public transport for free.

With 171 rooms, 3 Junior Suites and hotel restaurant and bar, this accommodation offers everything you 
might need for a pleasant stay.

Due to the traffic connection the guests reach the inner city and the Neptun Swimmingpool in a minimum 
of time.

10. Press Accommodation
HotelSportforum  Rostock
Kopernikusstraße  17a
18057 Rostock

Phone  +49 (0)3 81 49 73 99 53
willkommen@hotelsportforum.de 
www.hotelsportforum.de

The Sportforum, built in 1962, with its 199 beds was the second home for many athletes from the swimming, 
diving, rowing, football, handball, gymnastics, sailing and athletic section. Accessing this hotel the athletes 
didn´t find great comfort. Two wardrobes, a bed with under bed drawer and a desk had to be satisfactory to 
live and study. So once Marita Koch (athletics; 1980 Olympic gold in 400m sprint and multiple Worldcham-
pion) and Silke Gladisch (athletics; Olympic gold relay and multiple Worldchampion)  have been using the 
Sportforum.

In the beginning of the year 2013, the Sportforum was re- opened in Rostock as an integrative hotel. Time 
ago, it was built to create champions. With the new concept the house shall again act as a logistic centre for 
sports in Rostock. It offers accommodatio and healthy food for athletes of all sports and unions and sponso-
res enjoy the professional surroundings for meetings and receptions. The hotel “Sportforum” now offers 92 
modern rooms, the restaurant “Auszeit”, the bar “Nachspielzeit” and 8
meeting rooms.



11 Appendix

11.1. LEN Officials

LEN BUREAU

Andriy Vlaskov    Liaison     UKR

LEN – TDC DELEGATES

Georgia Fyrigou- Consolo   Chairman    GRE
Anke Piper    Vice-Chairman   GER
Klaus Dibiasi     Secretary    ITA
Frans v.d. Konijnenburg   Member    NED
Arne Tellefsen    Member    NOR

11.2. LEN Bureau

President    Mr Paolo Barelli   ITA

Vice Presidents    Mrs Christa Thiel   GER
      Mr Dimitris Diathesopoulos  GRE
      Mr Sven von Holst   SWE 
      Mr Francis Luyce   FRA
      Mr Erik van Heijningen  NED

General Secretary   Mr David Sparkes   GBR

Treasurer    Mr Tamas Gyarfas   HUN

Bureau Members   Mr Ivan Varvodic   CRO
      Mr Fernando Carpena Perez  ESP
      Mr Per Rune Eknes   NOR
      Mr Vladimir Salnikov   RUS
      Mr Andriy Vlaskov   UKR
      Mr Hasim Onat Yildirim  TUR
      Mr Aleksandar Sostar   SRB
      Mr Noam Zwi,    ISR



11.3. LEN Judges appointed

AUS  Jann Siefken
BLR  Sergei Lomanovskiy
ESP  Angel Luis Perez
FIN  Marja Matturi-Slotte
FRA  Michel Boussard
GBR  Hayley Sage
GER  Monika Dietrich
GER  Peter Gildemeister
GRE  Nikolaos Touloudis
HUN  Nora Szekffy
ITA  Marco Zampieri
NED  Ronald van der Voort
ROM  Florin Avasiloae
RUS  Alexander Vinogradov
SUI  Michael Barth
SWE  Hedvig Ekblom
UKR  Anatoliy Golovan
UKR  Iuliia Likhachova

11.4. Training schedule

          Date   Pool opening times for training

05 June 2015    07 - 21.00 
06 June 2015    07 - 21.00
07 June 2015    07 - 21.00
08 June 2015    07 - 21.00

09 June 2015    07 - 20.30
10 June 2015    07 - 20.30
11 June 2015    07 - 20.30
12 June 2015    07 - 20.30
13 June 2015    07 - 20.30
14 June 2015    07 - 20.30



11.5.  Floor Plan
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1.1 entrance area
1.2 lobby
1.3 entrance area
1.4 hospitality
1.5 accreditation
1.6 entrance changing room
1.7 changing room
1.8 massage area
1.9 call room
1.10 award ceremony
1.11 pontoon judge area
1.12 first aid
1.13 lower gym (UT)
1.14 mixed zone
1.15 25m swimming pool
1.16 diving pool
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2.142.3
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2.172.15
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2.18

2.1 organization office
2.2 press point / TV compound
2.3 media center
2.4 meeting area
2.5 catering for athletes
2.6 LEN office
2.7 LEN TDC
2.8 VIP-tribune
2.9 technics tribune
2.10 diving info center (input diving sheets)
2.11 exhibition- and public area
2.12 doping control centre
2.13 press tables
2.14 VIP-area
2.15 coach area
2.16 cashier
2.17 quick informations
2.18 Athlet / Coach Area2.18

2.13



11.6. Marshaling and pool deck routine of the athletes
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11.7. Public Transport

Both venue and hotel are easily accessible via public transport using the bus or tram lines listed below. 
Please, pick up timetables at the hotel reception or in the organisation office.

To: Venue/ Pool/ Schwimmhalle

From: Central Station north/ Hauptbahnhof Nord

Bus Line 27
Duration 23 minutes
13 stations

Back to Central station

From: Venue/ Pool

Bus Line 27
Duration 22 minutes
13 stations

To Lange Straße (Shopping, Inner City, City Harbour)

Tram Line 6
From: Hauptbahnhof

Duration 7 minutes
4 stations

Back to Central station/ Hauptbahnhof

From: Lange Straße

Tram Line 6
Duration 7 minutes
4 stations

To Lange Straße (Inner City, Shopping, City harbour)

From: Central station/ Hauptbahnhof

Tram Line 5
Duration 7 minutes
4 stations

Back to Central station/ Hauptbahnhof

From: Lange Straße

Tram Line 6
Duration 7 minutes
4 stations
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